AT THE GRASS ROOTS

In its 300 years of existence, the National Guard has grown as a community organization. Its strength as a National Force with great prestige comes not to much from Federal coordination, as from strong personal ties between its members and their fellow citizens in more than 2,000 communities.

So strong are those ties, so solidly are the local units identified with their home towns, their counties, and their States, that it's a rare thing, when an enemy of really "our" relations crops-up.

Two striking examples of such exceptions from the general rule of harmonious community life have come to attention recently. One involves considerable difficulty between an ANG jet outfit, trying to get a suitable "home", and local civic and business interests. (Even the Regular Services have been having this trouble.) The second involves a City Manager who has decreed that Guardsmen and Reservists who attend field training must go to the bottom of their departmental vacation list.

Both situations, obviously, run completely counter to the interests of National defense. Both are contrary to policies which the National Guard Bureau, the National Guard Assn., the Defense Dept., and the Military Services, have been trying for years—with considerable success, generally—to "sell" to the Nation at large.

In the promotion of these policies and the handling of local situations, the question arises as to who is to do what. It's their responsibility to make certain that local dealers: the manufacturer puts on a wingding of a National advertising campaign and supplies the dealers with typed-and-typed suggestions, posters, booklets, etc. But it's the dealer's salesmen who have to sell the cars, and the dealer who has to satisfy the customers.

Both the National Guard Bureau and the National Guard Assn have pushed, in their respective appropriate ways, various policies and specific aids for local Guard commanders to use in meeting community relations. The Bureau, specifically, has published a well-thought-out Community Relations Kit full of how-to-do-it, along with "canned" speeches, editorial-type cartoons, etc. The Assn has published various books and booklets that have reached widespread distribution through units, and has worked with Congress, governmental agencies and nationwide organizations.

Neither has the financial resources or the manpower to get down into each of the 2,000-some communities which have Guard units, and try to do the job at the local level. Neither can they have the rapport with the key people in those thousands of communities, that the local unit commanders and their men have—or should develop.

This applies particularly to any attempt to deal with a local controversy. To at least some of the parties to the dispute, any attempt by some "stranger" from Washington to intercede would be more likely to inflame the situation than to help it. It would be as bad as a neighbor trying to settle a family fight.

Each of us, at local, State and National level, has played a part in building a mighty National Guard. Each of us has his role to play in keeping it strong. But the strength of the Guard lies basically at the grass roots.

WE BOTH NEED THEM

One of the editorial-type cartoons provided for local newspaper use in NGB's Community Relations Kit.
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DEAR GUARDIANS: There's nothing "type like" better than to nibble on a toothsome Lipton type. They're fastidious, too—like to pick and choose. Take last month, for instance—and of thousands of lines of type, they chose the one which carried Maj Gen James E. Edmonds' byline for the feature article, "Army of the Dismantled." Didn't leave a trace of it.

It was the first time in nearly 10 years, too, in which we'd had a chance to display the writings of this long-time Guardian reporter-editor. It was in our Dec. 1948-Jan. 1949 issues that we ran his two-part article, "It's Up to Congress."

General Edmonds has been in the business a long time. On the military side, he began as a Louisiana National Guardian in 1902, when he had to pay two bits to attend drill (four bits if he missed). Commanded a FA Btry on the Mexican Border, came out of WWI as Lt Col at what is now the Army School at Ft Sill; served on the War Dept General Staff for a hitch after the war; by the time of Pearl Harbor was commanding a Guard Cav Div, ran Cap Lee until age forced retirement in 1943. As a civilian, was a reporter, Managing Editor of the New Orleans Times-Picayune, war correspondent from the Madrith Revolution in Mexico to the Nazi surrender in Italy and Austria. Took part in the NGAUS Comm that helped plan the post-WW II basis for the Guard. For some years, he's been living in Asheville, NC. THE STAFF.

OUR COVER: The disaster relief aspect of the National Guard's mission is epitomized in the cover shot of Georgia National Guardsmen in action shortly after a gas explosion blasted downtown Villa Rica. Capt Guy E. Anspach (with "bull horn") posts his men around destroyed stores.
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